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A Rigorous Diet: Food in Luisa

Passerini's Autoritratto di gruppo

Staiscy Diuorski

University oj CaUjoruia, Los Angeles

Current criticai studies have demonstrated that food, as the object of

social constraints and personal desires, plays a centrai role in the creation

and niaintenance of gender categories. While across time and geography

there are major diflerences in the relationship between wonien and food,

it is also possible to identity contniuities.As Maria (iiuseppina Muzzarelli

and Lucia Re note in // cibo e le donne nella cultura e nella storia, one conti-

nuity is that the relationship between food and wonien has represented

"relations of power to be niaintained and reinforced or changed."' The

complex relationship between wonien, power and food is present, as

Hélène Cixous claims, in "the first fable of our first hook." Eve's action

inaugurated a history not only of control over wonien and food, but

also of consuniption as a means used by women to express desire and

transgress authority. Proni the story of Ève through the tale of Snow

White and the Seven Dwarfs, the appiè has been a concrete exainple of

the gendered nature of authority and expression.- While food, power

and expression are centrai concerns of Luisa Passerini's autobiography.

Autoritratto di i^ruppo, there is no appiè. Instead, there is an onion.The

onion presents the reader with an entirely different set of associations

froni the appiè. The onion is a pungent vegetable whose preparation

requires tears. It is also a poor vegetable both in terms of price and

nutritional value. While at the center of its thick white flesh an appiè

has a core, at the center ot its thin, uneven layers an onion is einpty.Thc

narrator's description focuses on the inany layers ot an onion, relating

theni to feinale subjectivity:"a slow shedding of skins, like an onion

—

back, back, you alniost can't capture it with the eye—-one woinan inside

another, one woman through another."^ Since Luisa 's^ autobiography

will be an attempt to slowly describe the multiple layers of hcr identity,

the image ot the onion is apt for two reasons. First, the onion introduccs

the centrai metaphors of food and diet that run through Autoritratto.
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Sccond, the concentric layers ot the onion reference the inipossibihty'

of a Hnear narration of the self as a single, coherent entity.

Any autobiography involves the selection and organization of past

events to create a narrative which explains the narrator's subjectivity.

This organization is particularly intricate in Passerini's Autoritnitto. The

odd nmnbered chapters are a collage of excerpts from past interviews

with Passerini and the diary she kept during her psychoanalysis. The

even numbered chapters are selections froni her interviews with par-

ticipants of the revolutionary politicai movenients of 1968 interspersed

with her coninientary. The fraginented and hybrid organization of the

text fivors the creation of interpretive links between individuai and

collective stories over the delineation of chronological tact, thereby

interweaving a personal autobiography with that of an entire genera-

tion. As Derek Duncan denionstrates in his criticai essay "Corporeal

Histories:The Autobiographical Bodies of Luisa Passerini," corporeality

is a fundaniental component of Luisa's narrative for the body is "an

autobiographical text in its own right."'The complex process of selec-

tion and organization which orders Luisa's written narrative mirrors

her atteinpt to logically order her body through the imposition of strict

dietary regimes.

Because Luisa follows two diets, her relationship with food is

intricate. Yet, the food she consumes can be divided into two opposing

groups. Chocolate, nieat, truffles and wine contrast onions, couscous

and punipkm.The fornier group is coniposed of foods that represent

tradition; therefore Luisa labels thein her Piedniontese diet in reference

to her home region. She fondly remembers that as a student when she

and her rooniniates had money they would cook "for an entire after-

noon, a colossal /i;7/(' ììiisto for example, with ali the ingredients tradition

demanded" (43). In this way, she associates the Piedmontese diet with

wealth, abundance and sociality.

The latter group of foods belongs to the Steiner diet. The Austrian

philosopher Rudolf Steiner beheved that ali elements necessary for

mental and physical hcalth are already present in the body. Therefore, the

purpose ot his diet is to activate the naturai resources of the body. For

example, Steiner eliminated alcohol from his diet because it "produces

physically and in an external way [...] just what man should develop

physically within himself." Since "alcohol imitates and copies the activit\^

ot the ego [...] man replaces his inner selfwith [...] a substitute"and he

becomes its slave.' The goal of Steiner s diet is to increase internai energy
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and warnith by having the body vvork hard to digest food iiidependently

of outside aid. Sirice nieat contains plant material digested by an animai,

it reduccs the activity ot human digestion and thus is also excludcd from

Steiner's diet. According to Steiner's philosophy plaiits are the invcrted

image of the human body; the roots are the head, the stalk is the torso

and the Icaves are the feet.While Luisa originally turned to Steiner's diet

as a cure for chronic gastritis, the link between human and vegetable

bodies, and nutntion and spirituality is a possiblc source for the con-

nection between food and subjectivity in Autoritratto.

Although there is an overabundance of food in Aittoritriitto, there is

very little digestione The unresolved problems of the past that reappear

through Luisa's psychoanalysis and her research on 1968 are exprcssed

through indigestion. Derek Duncan refers to the conflict between inges-

tion and nidigestion when he states: "ingestion represents an aperture

onto the world and the past, while distance and regret is often signaled

through stomach cramps and a return to solitary mastication" (379).

While on a general level inciigestion demonstrates an inability to rec-

oncile the past anci the present, it is frec]uently a sign of more complex

unresolved psychic issues. For Luisa the attempt to digest the collec-

tive legacy of 1968 and her personal past occurs within the context

of psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalysis is a process whereby the repressed past is recuper-

ated and assimilated into the present. In Autoritratto di (gruppo the success

of this assimilation is likened to digestion. When Luisa visits a doctor

to complain about her gastritis he tells her that it will not he resolved

until she has concluded her psychoanalysis. To understand the doctor's

comment it is necessary to consider Luisa's latcr statement that her psy-

choanalyst compels her to "bring everything back to myself, insisting

that I dissolve the external into internai. It's the ana-lysis, the lysis" (105).

Psychoanalysis involves the transformation of the external into the

internai, just as eating does. By morphologically breaking apart analysis

Luisa demonstrates that the word contains a reference to the enzymatic

process ot digestion. Since psychoanalysis is a long, difficult process,

digestion is lethargic. In a description of her generation's confronta-

tion with its revolutionary legacy Luisa reveals a static, stunted attempt

at digestion which parallels her personal psychoanalytic confrontation

with the past: "The reconstruction ofmemory was difficult and tortuous.

It required remaining as if in c]uarantine for years, mulling things over

inside oneself, apparently immobile" (122). Psychoanalysis represents a
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limbo where the past comes to the surtace, but is not yet fully accepted.

This indeterininacy is shown ori an objective level in Luisa's diet vvhich

continues to waver between traditional and Steiner foods:"I continue

iiot to know what to eat, not to be able to choose between the two
nutritional systems" (48). Until this process of mediation between
present and past is conipleted and the quarantine is over, the stoniach

issues reniain unresolved.

The coniplexities of indigestion are apparent in Luisa's descriptions

of her relationships with men. Romantic and sexual distress becomes a

soinatic refusai of food. Por exainple, during the 1960s Luisa was in a

long-terin, non-inonogainous relationship. After a sumnier apart, Luisa

and her lover were to ineet in Paris. He was accoinpanied by another

one of his lovers, Luisa's feniale friend. While awaiting the couple Luisa

fills ili and sutfers "fever as jealousy." Her friend and her lover bring

Luisa her favorite foods, but she cannot stoniach thein:"they brought me
food they knew I liked, like paclla. I couidn't swallow it with that fever"

(45). Cespite denying her jealousy, Luisa cannot ignore it. Eventually, she

expresses her unhappiness "silently" through food.

The psychic complexity of indigestion is also evidenced by a sexual

relationship m the narrative present. After a dinner with her married

lover, X, Luisa suffers "violent [convulsions,] vomit that tails to expel

the gluey brown rice [eaten at| lunch." Luisa locates a rejection of her
lover m this violent refusai of food:"I [felt] the need to expel both this

food and this man from inside me" (47). Yet, after she voinits, she wants

her lover to come to her bedside and cure her. Derek Duncan notes that

this doublé desire manifests a "contradictory impulse both to expel and
incorporate the other" (379). The efìects of free-love on her present rela-

tionships are one of the most complicated knots that Luisa must undo
m psychoanalysis. Both ofthe non-monogamous relationships described

in her autobiography end with Luisa unable to digest food. In this way
Luisa incorporates her refusai of 1968's tradition of free-love.

Communalism was another integrai element of 1968's revolutionary

politics and frequendy involved food. In an interview with Passerini,

Laura Derossi describes restaurants as the backdrop for the social aspect

ot the nioveiiient:"When we went out to eat, at a minimum there were
ten of US [...] There were places we went and we made friends with
the waiters, with the owner, and we ate there, we hung out there" (89).

Pohtics and socialization oftcn occurred as much in tmttorias, bars and
restaurants as in the university. In contrast to this tradition, the Steiner
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diet's conception of the body as self-sufFicient and its focus on eating

as the production of cnergy nccessary to sustain the body tcnd to strip

eating of its social value. Furtherniore, the Steiner diet disallows wine

and coffee, two ingredients centrai to the politicai discussions of 1968.

In fact, Luisa s dietary restrictions were so strict that they "reduced to

a niininiuin the opportunities for socializing and sorcly tried those

relationships that survived" (122). Luisa's diet thus seenis to negate not

only sociality in general, but also sociality as a specific correlate of revo-

lutionary politics and instead privileges an isolated self-absorption.

While Luisa's dietary asceticisni negates some eleinents of her

poltical past, it extends others. Her strict diet denotes a contradictory

response to the heritage of 1968 since it is both a "rejection of its roots

and subterranean lengthening of those roots" (65). Although the diet

appears to be an attenipt to purity herself of certain ineinories, her

extremism in applying it can be read as a continuation of the cultural

extremism ot 1968. In her historical work Storie di doìiìic e tciiiiiiiiiistc

Passerini links the body to politics: "politics could also be found in this:

in the niovement of bodies and in the niovement of ineanings attrib-

uted to their gestures and actions" (Duncan 372). The rigor vvhich Luisa

dedicates to her diet seems to be another exainple of how the politicai

is manifested through the body. The division of food into acceptable

and unacceptable groups, the "rigorous attention to not conibining

the wrong foods" (122) can be seen as a re-elaboration of an extreme

politics which was not only intransigent in its ideology, but also, despite

its rhetoric, hierarchical.

As the iinportance of indigestion rather than ingestion in Luisa's

narration demonstrates, her diet is based priinarily on a principle of

exclusion over inclusion. Luisa is more concerned with punlying her

body of harmful elements than incorporating helpful ones.The mecha-

nism of exclusion is particularly clear with respect to Luisa's mother.

The role ot the mother in feminine identity is another contradictory

legacy ot 1968 because the revolutionary niovement "legitimated in its

extensions that which it denied internally, like temale physicality and

maternity" (99). The rcsult is that much of Luisa's autobiography is cen-

tered on a reconsideration of her mother.

Food plays a role in the construction of gender roles from the begin-

ning of Passerini's lite: "In the courtyard, iny great-grandmother, stili

waiting tor the husband vvho had disappeared, spent days cooking huge

pots ot conserves, ot marmalade, of niostaida, vvhich was a grape-based
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compotc, ininiitable" (6). In "Luisa Passerini's Autoritratto di gruppo:

PersonalizingTheory," Graziella Parati notes that in Luisa 's autobiography

"wonien are destined to personify the survival of the faniily structure

[...] while nien are allowed to expand the space of their 'ego.'"*^ Feniale

ininiobility, which will be renounced by Luisa, is explicitly connected to

food. This connection between wonien and food is reiterated in Luisa s

understanding of the return to femininity as objective: the realni of food,

clothes, jewelry" (48). Luisa locates food as a choice, as one of the niany

accessories that wonien use to define their identities. Just as Luisa 's grey

clothes reject the bright colors and jewelry of her grandniother, her strict

diet rejects the giant pots ot sweet jani. However, the conscious decision

not to eat foods wliich she associates with tradition is only one way Luisa

distances herself froni the niaternal through food.

Luisa s rejection of her lover X beconies physical through voniiting;

siniilarly, her rejection of the niaternal beconies corporal. Her rejection

is physical insohir as it is "not so niuch a conscious act of subjectivity

as an obscure impulsive reflex, alinost a spontaneous withdrawal, an

unniediated repulsion, out of nausea, disgust, aversion" (33). Insofar as

Luisa s rejection of the maternal is instinctively physical, it is a forni of

abjection. Luisa 's convulsions and voniiting niirror Kristeva s description

ot abjection as "the spasins and voiniting that protect me.""^ The theme

of maternal abjection extends beyond a refusai of food. Luisa s painful

abortion, which signifies her rejection of the role of motherhood and

coincided with the death of the niost important maternal figure in

her lite, her grandmother, is also a forni of abjection. Yet, the abortion,

which occurred on a kitchen table, can be linked to food. The foetus

constitutes the liminal stage of human lite in which one is neither alive

nor dead, neither in the world nor out of the world. Siniilarly, food in

the mouth and in the stomach is stili "other;" it is in the body, but not

yet part of it.Vomiting and abortion both reject fi-om the body objects

which straddle the boundary of the self Through the description of an

onion, Luisa associates her body with a plurality of female identities.

She ciarifies this characterization later on in her autobiography when
she States: "I bave various strata within me. I, the other, and the void,

there are at least three of us" (1 17). Through the abortion of her foetus,

through the vomiting of maternal tbods, Luisa references and refuses

these multiple layers of identity.

While the figure of the mother is undoubtedly tied to the problem

ot food in Autoritratto it is also linked to the genre of autobiography.
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Telling the stories of 1 968 is a way for Luisa to confront her relationship

with her mother. According to Julia Kristeva, the niothcr and her body

represent a non-verbal stage of lite. The sounds that link a newborn to

its mother are those of the body: the heart beat, the laugh, the nursery

rhyme. hi this way, the connection between mother and child is founded

in the non-verbal. Kristeva further claims that the act of speaking is a

way for the child to differentiate him or herself from the body and the

subjectivity ofthe mother. Therefore, every speech act refuses and at tiie

sanie time references the mother and her body. For women this doublé

movement is multiplied since not only their language, but also their

female bodies involuntarily recali the mother. Speaking and storytelling,

like eating for Luisa, are processes that paradoxically remember and

reRise the mother. Eating and speaking are further associated through the

mouth. As Susanne Skubal notes in llbnl ofMotitli: Food aiid h'ictioii after

Frcwr/:"the doublé domain ofthe orai lies in its being the site of both

human ingestion and utterance."'" Luisa explicitly references this link

between eating and discourse when she describes her inability to decide

between two diets as "going back and forth between two languages until

you can no longer speak either one" (47). In this context the choice of

food is a corporal means of expression. Luisa speaks not only through

tcxtual narration, but also through bodily narration.

Luisa refuses her past, yet tries to accept it; similarly, she refuses her

mother and her lovers, yet desires them. These contradictory move-

ments between refusai and incorporation are transposed onto the level

ot narration. The relationship between organization of written narrative

and organization of bodily narrative is described by Luisa in the fol-

lowing observation:"Our purpose is not a histoncal reconstruction but

rather a mulling over and internalizing of some memories that remain

too external to ourselves, too objective" (133). The use ofthe word

"digestion"points to how the process of coniing to teriiis with the past

which autobiographical narrative enables is mirrored in the incorpora-

tion ot food into the body. Yet, as 1 bave demonstrated, Luisa's digestion

frequently is thwarted and transformed into indigestion.

At the end ot iier longest discussion on her diets Luisa states: "At

the beginning ofthe eighties I had understood that the journey of lite

is circular, not Hnear. And 1 had to begin my return" (122). For Luisa

this return occurs through the writing of her autobiography. In re-

examining the past she must work through that which has remained

un-digested by her subjectivity, the products of psychic indigestion.
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New writmg is shown as excrenient:"Hand\vriting: little black Icgs on

a white page, like traces of excrement" (8), and recuperated research

fragnients are "[aborted] essays" (162).While digestion and indigestion

niight secni to he contradictory processes, for Luisa each is an elenient

of self-narration. In the end, Luisa conies full-circle by recuperating that

which she has expelled and aborted over time as the material of her

autobiography. This circular return brings us back to the iniage of the

onion. Whereas Eve's appiè had uniform, opaque flesh, Luisa's onion has

multiple, translucent layers. Siniilarly, Autoritratto is not a linear depiction

ofa cohesive selt,but the Constant re-cuperation and re-elaboration of

discourses of the self created across tinie. Like the layers of the onion,

the fragniented, non-hnear chapters of the autobiography demonstrate

how past and present discourses not only run concentrically around

each other, but also niay be seen and read through each other.To arrive

at the center of the appiè is to arrive at a core; to arrive at the center

ot the onion is to fmd an einpty void. A search for subjectivity that

seeks to constantly pulì back the layers of identity to reveal one woinan

hidden beneath another, or which atteinpts to pulì away and negate

layers ot the past, such as that of the inother or the legacy of 1968,

would ultimately arrive at a void. Instead, Luisa's autobiography looks

across the layers in an attempt to see one woman "through another."

Thus, Luisa ultimately determines that identity is not constructed

through the peeling ot the onion, an unraveling of layers as she once

thought, but through the addition of layers, of revised discourses that

build on and incorporate the past.
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